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What does this book do? 
Finish Line Indiana English 10, College & Career Ready provides instruction 
and practice for Indiana’s Academic Standards that are tested on the grade 10 
assessment. Supportive lessons reinforce key skills and strategies to prepare 
students for test day. Components include a student workbook and teacher’s guide 
in print and eBook formats. 
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How do I use Finish Line?
Finish Line can be used in conjunction with your core text for supplemental 
practice. Flexibility of use allows you to tailor implementation to your 
instructional needs. Throughout the year or leading up to test day, pick and 
choose the standard-specific lessons as they align to your teaching focus.

• In class

• Homework

• Before- and after-school tutoring

• Remediation programs

• Assessment readiness plans 
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Standards Connection 
Lessons are written to today’s Indiana 
Academic Standards for grades 9–10.
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Practice for Test Day
Item types include those from the grade 10 assessment to familiarize 
students with test day requirements: multiple choice, constructed 
response, and writing prompt/essay. 
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Lesson Format

Part #1: Instruction 
Each lesson begins with a brief explanation of 
the skill or content being taught with examples 
and clues for understanding the topic.
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Lesson Format

Part #2: Guided Practice 
Each reading passage is followed by a series of questions to test comprehension. 
Depending on question type, the correct answer is given with an explanation of 
why it is correct or a model writing sample is provided. This immediate feedback 
helps students learn how to examine answer choices and what constitutes a good 
writing response.  
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Lesson Format

Part #3: Independent Practice 
Students are ready to apply their reading strategies without any help or hints. 
A reading passage is followed by a series of questions.
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Reviews
Each unit concludes with a review to test all standards covered in the 
unit. A total of four reviews can be used as homework assignments or 
as classroom assessments to measure performance.
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Glossary 
A glossary includes words and terms that appear in boldface 
throughout the book, along with their definitions. 
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Teaching Support 
• Teacher and student strategies

• Indiana Academic Standards for grades 9–10

• Scoring rubrics for constructed-response  
items and writing prompts

• Answer key for Independent Practice  
items with: 

° IN standards alignment

°  sample exemplary responses for  
constructed-response items
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eBooks

12eBooks 
Continental’s eBooks go where you and your students need to be, making 
them ideal for both distance and blended learning models. Our printed 
books are delivered online with features to help you personalize instruction 
and make the most of practice time. 
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13Student Tools and Notifications
With the easy-to-use tools and 
notifications, students can:

•  Add bookmarks, notes, 
and highlights as they’re 
working through their 
lessons.

•  See teacher notifications 
for homework and 
assessment assignments, 
blog posts, and feedback 
for their assignments.

• View their eBook library.
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Affordable Pricing

Student Book—Printed
30 or more copies $17.25 each
10–29 copies $19.80 each
5–9 copies $22.30 each

Student Book—eBook
One-year student license

20 or more $17.25 each

Teacher’s Guide—Printed
FREE printed guide with purchase of 25 or 
more printed student books, $6.15 each

Teacher’s Guide—eBook
One-time-purchase eBook 
FREE eBook guide with purchase of 25 or 
more student eBooks, $6.15 each
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